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June  

Friday 25th Student Free Day  - Last Day Term 2 

 Parent Teacher Interviews 9am -  12.45pm 

July  

Monday 12th First Day Term 3 

Monday 19th Nexus Arts 

Tuesday 20th Finance Meeting 4pm 

Dear Parents, 

In previous years the school has organised a parent information evening to introduce the basics of Choice Theory 

and how we have incorporated elements of this theory into our school practices. I thought it would be 

appropriate to clarify the space known as the Thinking Area and what this space is and isn’t. 

If an incident occurs during class time and depending on the age of the student, a child may be asked to move to 

another classroom or space within their own classroom. Classroom incidents are not referred to the Thinking 

Area. 

If, during before/after school, recess or lunchtime, a student is impacting on the wellbeing or safety of 

themselves or another student they will be asked to move to the Thinking Area.  

The Thinking Area is the concrete area outside the staffroom from the red painted wall to the start of the deck 

that leads to room 4. This includes the sandpit and the undercover space in the Eating Area. The Thinking Area is 

not detention and students are not isolated from other children. 

Once in the Thinking Area, the student can play and interact with their peers. There is no restriction as to who 

can be in this space. The student may go to the toilet and return without asking permission or letting a teacher 

know. 

Students are asked to remain in this space until they are ready to have a discussion and together the staff 

member and the student record a strategy to prevent this behaviour occurring again. Depending on the child’s 

age, the level of support and timing is considered. 

If a child has been in this space often for similar behaviours it may become somewhat tricky for them to find a 

simple solution as strategies cannot be repeated over and over again. The Thinking Area is also a space where 

children can play while being supervised more closely if they need to practice identified skills in socialising with 

other people. 

All parents are encouraged to learn more about the procedures the school has in place. If you would like to know 

more please contact your child’s teacher. We will hopefully be organising another information evening in late 

Term 3 or early Term 4 and we invite all parents to come along.     

Regards Anna Duncan 

mailto:eagle.point.ps@education.vic.gov.au


Asha: My persuasive on banning animal testing was quality because I researched facts and made sure I had the correct structure. I made a 
convincing argument.  

Will. B: My math has been quality because I have learnt partitioning for my multiplication. I know it so well I could teach someone else.  

Lexi: My research on Uluru was quality because I researched lots of facts and produced a quality poster.  

Emily: My narrative writing has been my quality work. I took my time and put a lot of effort into creating a detailed setting.  

Jeremy: My soundwaves work has been quality because I am focused in class, trying hard and improving every session 

Ashton: My narrative work has been quality. I have learnt how to make a realistic fiction and include a morale. My morale was slow and 
steady wins the race and I was able to include this into my story.  

Noah: My math work has been quality; I have learnt my 10 times tables and can-do double digits times ten.  

Abby. K: My writing is quality because I have learnt to do a realistic fiction for my narrative writing. I have learnt to put detail into my 
setting and characters as well as using metaphors. 

Flynn: My math work has been quality. I have been learning how to calculate area and have found multiple different ways to measure ar-
ea. I have really enjoyed the activities.  

Hayden: My math work has been quality because I have learnt to use an open array for multiplication. I had no idea what it was but now I 
could teach someone else. I am proud about that.  

Abbie. R: My math work has been quality because I have learnt to do an open array for my multiplication. I was even able to teach the 
class tutor! 

Seth: My work in math has been quality because I have learnt how to do partitioning to make my numbers easier to work with when I am 
doing addition.  

Cooper: My math work has been quality because I have learnt to use open arrays to solve my multiplication. I can break larger numbers up 
to solve my problems more efficiently.  

Carrie: My work in math has been quality because I have learnt to use the box method for multiplication. I persisted even though it was 
hard but now I could teach someone else how to do it.  

Maison: My math work is quality because I have learnt to use the box method to simplify difficult equations. I can now use this successful-
ly to solve 3-digit by 2-digit multiplication. 

Will. S: My persuasive writing has been quality because I put a lot of effort into making sure I used all the correct features. I also did re-
search and found facts to support my argument.  

Kody: My persuasive writing was quality because I took my time to create good arguments about why children over 13 should be able to 
ride motorbikes on the road. I also used persuasive language to make my argument convincing.  

Lucas: My math has been quality because I have learnt to use formal algorithms, open number-lines and rounding to the nearest ten.  

Abbey V: My math has been quality because I have now learnt multiple strategies for subtraction and multiplication such as formal algo-
rithms, the box-method, and open arrays. I have improved and I am very proud of my effort.  

Skylah: My writing work has been quality. I have persisted to produce longer pieces of narrative writing and I have developed my descrip-
tions. This has meant I can improve my stories for my readers.  



 

Subway Lunch Orders Every Thursday 
 

Orders must be placed by midnight Wednesday Night. 

 

For instructions on how to order: 

https://subsforyou.com/#works 



 





Monday 5th July 

11:00am Flag raising ceremony at Bairnsdale Shire Offices. 

11:30 am Flag raising & Morning Tea at GEGAC. 

Tuesday 6th July 

10:30am– Banner making workshop at GEGAC & supported by 

GLaWAC. 

Wednesday 7th July  

10:00am Gathering at GEGAC, prepare for Street March & collect your 2021 

NAIDOC bag. 

11:00am Departing GEGAC supported by the DELWP Unimog Truck,  from 

Dalmohoy st through Bairnsdale CBD then returning back to GEGAC. 

12:00pm – BBQ & COVID safe gathering. 

Friday 9th July  

5:00- 6:30pm Kids Glow stick party & Pizza night at GEGAC 

GEGAC encourages everyone to support COVID guidelines and practice safe 

social distancing, 

There will be QR code locations around  

GEGAC & Hand sanitiser stations available. 






















